RUBEN MONTAÑEZ
Software Developer

Motivated and driven software developer looking to advance in a growing industry that is constantly changing.
Understanding how programming works and what can we do to make lives better drives my curiosity to use my
problem solving skills and proactive attitude.
210-872-9079

Ruben.a.montanez@gmail.com

TECHNICAL SKILLS
HTML
CSS Grid
Flexbox
Bootsrap
NPM
MySQL
Thymeleaf

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
PUMPCO ENERGY SERVICES

2012 - 2019

Maintained communication with upper
management and clients to ensure that the
scope, direction, and budget of each project
was on schedule and in line with the time
schedule. Oversaw 10-20 man crew ensuring
all safety practices were being applied.
Maintained working relationships with all 3rd
parties on location.
WELLS FARGO

Business & Personal Banker

Rubenamontanez

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

JavaScript
Node.JS
JQuery
VCS w/Git
JUnit
Spring boot
Paired Programming

Service Supervisor |

Ruben Montanez

Codeon
Apr 2020
CodeOn is a full stack application built with
Spring Boot. It provides aspiring developers with
a central location to prepare for employment
interviews, connect with mentors, and share job
opportunities. CodeOn is driven by community
feedback, designed with the MVC Pattern, and
powered by technology such as Spring Security
and Filestack API

Adlister
Mar 2020
Adlister is a three-person full-stack application
utilizing MVC design pattern to allow users to
create a profile, create, update, and delete post.
Utilizing kanban allowed us to track workflow
and maximize efficency in building a functional
website.

Weather Map
Jan 2020
Weather Map is a Javascript driven application
that forecast the weather anywhere in the world
in a 3 day format(current day and the two days
preceding). With requests from Dark Sky Api and
Mapbox Api, we are able to get both databases to
asynchronously retrieve information to display
realtime information to users.

EDUCATION
Codeup

Apr 2020

Certificate of Completion

2009 - 2012

First line of service with commercial and
personal customers. Top 10 in sales 6 straight
quarters in the San Antonio and surrounding
areas. Led area sales meetings to ensure sales
goals and sales practices are being
implemented. Increased branch revenue by
ensuring customer's needs were met
financially.

Codeup is a fully-immersive, project-based, and
intensive 20-week full-stack Java career
accelerator that provides students with 670+
hours of expert instruction in software
development.
Superior Energy Services

Feb 2018

Certificate of Completion-Wellbore Stimulation I

Completed a 40-hour course. Training for
analyzing bottom hole pressure at constant flow
rate, drawdown well tests and specific
calculations for all downhole situations.

